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Abstract
Wepropose in this paper a modularlearning
environment
for protein modeling.In this system,the
protein modelingproblemis tackled in twosuccessive
phases. First, partial structural informationsare
determinedvia numericallearning techniques.Then,in
the secondphase, the multipleavailable informations
are combinedin paaemmatchingsearches via dynamic
programming.
It is shownon real problemsthat various
protein structure predictionscan be improvedin this
way,suchas secondarystructure prediction, alignment
of weaklyhomologousprotein sequences or protein
modelevaluations.

Introduction
Knowledge
of the three-dimensionalstructure of proteins
is a necessary condition to fully understand their
mechanism of action. However the experimental
determinationof protein structures is still a long and
difficult task and the numberof knownstructures remains
muchlower than the numberof knownsequences. This
situation led to development of various modeling
techniques aimedto predict protein 3Dstructures from
their primarysequences,either ab initio or with the help
of other data (low resolution experimental model,
structure of homologous
protein, probable presenceof a
givenstructural motif inferred fromthe protein function,
etc.).
Unfortunately, the most popular methods display
weaknesses
that precludeprotein structure prediction from
the sequencealone. Molecularmechanicsand molecular
dynamicare basedon empiricalpotential energyfunctions
known
to havedifficulties in accountingfor electrostatic
andsolvation effects (Wieneret al. 1986;VanGunsteren
&Berendsen1990). This, together with the needof very
large cpu time, prevents simulation of the folding
process.Onthe other hand, secondarystructure prediction
methodsbased on statistical analysis (Chou& Fasman
1974; Gamier, Osguthorpe& Robson1978), on primary
pattern matching(Cohenet al. 1986; Rooman& Wodak
1988; Villareal 1989) or on neural networks (Qian
Sejnowski 1988; Holley & Karplus 1989; Mc Gregor,
Flores & Sternberg 1989) showan accuracy limited to
60-70%.

So far, the mostefficient prediction methoduses the
homologybetweenthe protein to be modeledand those
with knownthree-dimensionalstructures (Blundell et al.
1987;Lee 1992). In this case, the knownstructures can
be used as templates for modelingthe newlysequenced
protein. This approachassumesa structural conservation
within the protein family under study during the
evolution process (Hubbard&
Blundell 1987).
But the mostpromisingrecent advancescamefromthe
use of multiple sequencesto increase the prediction
accuracy (Benner & Gerloff 1990) and from methods
solve the "inverse problem", i.e. evaluating the
compatibility betweena sequenceand a given 3Dfold
(Bowie,L0thy, Eisenberg1991; Sippl 1990; Finkelstein
& Reva 1991), or the correcmess of a predicted model
(Chiche et al. 1990; L0thy, Bowie& Eisenberg 1992;
Holm& Sander 1992).
Need for a modular modeling system
Indeed, the emergence of new tools based on quite
different approachespromptedus to developa modular
systemable to efficiently combinethese tools to afford
automaticimprovedpredictions that had previouslyto be
done by hand (see for example,Rippmann
et al. 1991).
Theproposedsystemis based on various learning units
that extract knowledge about sequence-structure
relationships andoffers methodsto combinethe multiple
learned informationswith external constraints (multiple
homologoussequences and 3D structures) in order to
solve specific problems.
There is indeed a large variety of structure related
questions that can be raised about proteins accordingto
various experimental materials or knowledgethat are
availablein eachparticular case. Severaltypical problems
are describedbelowandwill serveto illustrate the various
cooperativestrategies and informationsynthesis methods
providedby the systexn.
Problem 1. Several possible structural models are
sometimesproposed for new proteins as a result of
modeling studies (ab initio predictions, homology
modeling,energycalculations ...). In this case, the
modelscan be ranked according to sequence-structure
compatibility scores. These scores are best computed
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from learned functions optimizedto correctly evaluate the
compatibility between sequences and given structural
features.
Problem 2. When the studied
protein
has no
evolutionary relationships with any protein with known
structure, prediction rules can be used to obtain crude
structural informations as, for instance, the protein
secondary structure. But if several homologoussequences
are available, the alignment of their prediction profiles
will significantly improvethe accuracy of the prediction.
Problem 3. Whena protein is homologous to others
proteins with known structures,
their probable 3D
similarity can be reliably used to predict the folding of the
new protein. Such homologymodeling actually consists
in finding the best fit (optimal alignment) of the new
sequence onto the target 3D templates given by the
knownstructure.
Problem 4. When weakly homologous proteins are
compared, the optimal alignment relative to any scoring
method does not often exactly correspond to the true
structural alignment. This correct alignment will more
probably belong to a set of near-optimal alignments that
can be generated by modification of the standard
alignment algorithm. Then, this limited listing of
alignmentscan be further filtered using scoring functions
computedwith the learning units. Differences observed
amongthe near-optimal alignments can also help the user
to focus on ambiguoussequential positions.
Overview of the system
The protein structure prediction problem can be easily
expressed using a pattern recognition framework: the
learning environmentconslructs a global function able to
translate the source description of proteins - their primary
sequence- into a target description - their 3Dstructure -.
The effective construction of such a sequence-structure
associative function involves two main successive steps.
During the knowledge acquisition step, prediction
functions that deal with multiple protein structure
organization levels are learned, then, during the prediction
and evaluation step, structural informations are deduced
and combinedto mapthe source sequence onto the target
sffucture.
Knowledge acquisition
step.
The complete
system is organized in units that deal with
complementary aspects of the protein structure
organization levels (primary structure - i.e. chemical
sequence-, secondaryand tertiary structure - i.e. shortrange and long-range internal interactions -, solvent
exposure- i.e. external interactions -). Withineach unit,
selected set of protein structures is used as learning
database to optimize the parameters of local prediction
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rules that value the propensity of polypeptides to adopt
particular folds.
Prediction
and evaluation
step. The protein
sequence under study is compared, by using the learned
rules within each unit, to the proteins with known3D
structures or to the predicted structural profdes computed
with their sequences. The resulting local compatibility
scores help us to select ranked matchesbetweenresidues
along the sequence and 3D environments extracted from
the structures.
Depending on the problem, the new
sequencecan be aligned onto the target 3Dstructures by a
dynamic programmingalgorithm that optimally satisfies
the constraints expressed by the complementaryscoring
prof’des.

Knowledge processing

methods

Description of protein structures
The Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al. 1977) provides
three-dimensional coordinates of protein atoms. In order
to be efficiently processed, proteins must preferably be
described as linear structured objects. The chosen
descriptive parametersare (Figure 1):
¯ The sequence a expressed by an alphanumericchain of
aminoacids.
¯ The secondarystructure d which describes the local
folding of the mainchain (helix, sheet, loop). Weretained

as a characteristicthe distancebetween
twoalpha-carbons
separated by three positions along the sequence
(di=Distance(Ccq-2,Ccq+
1)).
¯ The buried area b of a side-chain whichccaxespondsto
the part of its Vantier Waalssurface that is inaccessible
to the solvent. This area was calculated with a local
method that implement the Kabsch and Sander algorithm
(1983).
¯ The percentageof polarization p whichcorrespondsto
the fraction of the total area covered by polar atoms(O,
N) or by the solvent (H20) (Ltithy, McLachlan
Eisenberg 1991).

Figure1: A polypeptideand its descriptive code.

Finally, twomatrices wereset up to describe the long
rangeinteractionsin the protein:
¯ The distance matrix ctd gives, for every pair of
residues, the distancebetween
their alphacarbons.
¯ The orientation matrix cta gives the relative
orientation of their si~.chains. This orien_mtion
parameter
is indeed the angle betweenvectors directed from their
alpha-carbons
to the centerof gravityof their siOe-chains.
Induction units
Let us describe three units whichillustrate different
inductive techniques used to afford knowledgeabout
differentfeaturesof proteinstng’ttaes.
Unit e2D: local structural environment. If
there is at least oneknown
3Dstructure, it can be usedas
a target geometricaltemplate. For each position i along
the sequence,a structural context is then definedby its
buriedareabi, its polarizedsurfacePi andtwosuccessive
inter Ca distances (di,di+l). The local compatibility
betweena residueand a sa’~tural contextcan be evaluated
via empiricalscores (Figure2).

Figure 2: Evaluation of the sequence-structure
compatibility. The local structural environments of a
buried cysteine and of an exposed threonine were

extracted from the VLdomainof an immunoglobulin
(1REI)andtheir compatibilityagainst every type
residuewasquantifiedusingthe potentials. In the first
case, hydrophobic
residuesare positively evaluated.In
the secondcase,polar aminoacidsare preferred.
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Figure 3 : Comparaison of the beginnings

of CD4

sequenceand1REIimmunoglobulin
stracture throughthe
e2Dscore (averaged over 5 consecutivepositions).
Squaresindicatecompatible
sequence-structure
matches.
Assuminga Boltzmanndistribution, compatibility
scores betweena residue and a structural context are
calculated fromthe frequencieswith whicheach type of
aminoacid is foundin a particular structural environment
in a selected set of protein structures. Let a be a given
aminoacid and c be a structural context expressedby the
vector (b@,dl,d2).The compatibilitybetweena and c is
then calculatedwith the formula:
n2D(a,c)=ln[P(alc)/P(a)],
whereP(a[c)is the conditionalprobabilityof a knowing
c
andP(a)is the frequencyof a.
Whena sequence(al...al) is comparedto a structural
profile(Cl...cj), local scoresare evalu_at_ed
by(Figure3):
e2o(i,j)-~t2D(ai,cj).
Unit ep2D: secondary structure prediction. If
there is no knownstructure in the protein familyunder
study, partial structural informationscan be obtainedvia
secondary structure predictions on fragments of the
sequence. The prediction of a particular secondary
structure s is computedon a local windowof a priori
fixed length Laroundpositioni :
P2D(s,i)=gkr~p2D(s,k,ai+k),
where the weight ~p2D(s,k,ai+k) is expressing the
propensityof residue a at position i+k in the window
to
causea local fold of types at positioni.
Knowledgeabout local folding expressed by these
weightsis extractedfroma set of proteinstructuresduring
a preliminary learning phase. This learning phase is
performed in two successive steps. During an
unsupervised
learning step, a dictionaryof representative
secondarypatterns is created using a clustering method.
Then,for each structural pattern, a prediction rule is
iterafively optimizedby a supervisederror minimization
algorithm.Let us describeboth steps.
Gracy
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(z+[3). The windowlength L and the numberof classes
must be empirically determined by trials and errors in
order to find a good compromisebetween the accuracy of
the learned rules and their generality measuredon a test
set external to the learning aatabase.

db
AMLFWCIVYHROKEBNGPST
Figure 4 : A learned prediction rule. Each line
correspondsto one of the 13 positions in the segment.
Columnsd and b display for each position the average
distance and buried area of the predicted prototypical
pattern. Whitesquares respectively correspondto di>7~"
and bi<50%. The related matrix shows the weight
assigned to each residue at each position of the window.
Black squares correspondto 7rp2D(s,k,ak)>0.The larger
the square, the larger the absolutevalue.
Initially, a set of proteins with knownstructures is
chosen by the user and each protein is split into
overlapping polypeptides of fixed length L. The sWucture
of each segment is described by two vectors of
geometrical variables (dl...dL) and 1...bL). For ea ch
residue ai at position i on the segment,di is the distance
betweenalpha carbons of residue i-2 and residue i+ 1 and
bi is the portion of the side chain buried into the core of
the protein.
The resulting
listing of structural
fragments
(dl...dL,bl...bL)
is then clustered into N classes
accordingto their euclidian distance (Diday80). Initially,
the fragmentsare arbitrarly clustered. At each iteration,
the distance d and the buried area b found at each position
of the fragmentsassigned to a particular class are averaged
in order to compute a prototypical description of the
cluster. Then, the partition is updated by assigning each
fragment to the class of the nearest prototype and the
iterative process is repeated until convergence. This
adaptive clustering step leads to a partition of the learning
set into classes of polypeptides (al...aL) found in the
database with similar conformations.
During the supervised learning step, the weights
trp2D(s,k,a) dependingon the structural class, the relative
position in the windowand the residue type are tuned
using the back-propagation algorithm in order to
minimizethe global error of prediction computedon the
whole learning base (Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams
1986; Qian & Sejnowski 1988; Holley & Karplus 1989;
McGregor, Nares & Sternberg 1989).
It is worth noting that the learning set of 3Dprotein
slructures will preferably be chosen to learn prediction
rules specific to the protein class to which the new
sequence belongs if it is known(all-a, all-[3, (x/~
148
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Unit e3D : tertiary interactions.
Contrarily to
the structaral environmentthat describes local fold, the
long range residue-residue interactions describe the global
folding of the protein. Interaction scores between amino
acids are computedfrom a set of 3D protein structures as
described abovefor the e2Dterm.
Let P(a,a’/ct) be the conditional distribution of the pair of
residues (a,a’) relative to a contact ct described by its
distance ctd and its orientation cta. The compatibility
between the pair (a,a’) and the interaction ct was then
calculatedas :
rC3D(a,a’,ct)=
in [P(a,a’k:t)/(P(a).P(a’))].

Figure 5: Longrange residue-residue interaction scoring
tables for few residue pairs. The inter-residue alphacarbondistance varies along the horizontal axis from 3
to 16 A and the angle betweenside chains varies along
the vertical one from -180° to 180°. White squares
indicate positive (favorable) scores and black squares
negative ones.

Figure 5 displays the interaction scoring tables of
leucine with isoleucine, proline and glutamine. It can be
seen that hydrophobic residues Leu and lie are frequent
spatial neighbors (optimum from 7 to 10 A for direct
contacts or from4 to 5 A fox parallel side chain directions
- this last case includes interactions between neighbor
strands in a beta sheet -) while glutamineis statistically
located further from lencine and with side chains in
opposite directions. On the other hand the (Leu,Pro) pair
does not display any clear strong preference. Of course
steric clashes are strongly penalized by the 3Dscore 0arge
black squares).
After the initial statistical induction yielding the
scoring table, homologous proteins with known
structures can be used to define a set of tertiary contacts
that must be verified by the new protein. The tertiary
contacts are described by an interaction matrix which
gives the relative conformations(Ctkl)=(ctdkt, ctaid) for
evexy pair of residues. The fit between two polypeptides
of fixed lengths (ai...ai+K) et (aj...aj+L) and a geometrical
pattern defined by the interaction matrix (ctkl) is then
evaluatedby the tertiary score (figure 6):
e3D(ij,ct) = ZkZ1X3D(ai+k,aj+l, ctkl).

Knowledge synthesis
The different problems initially
described in the
introduction
will now be solved using various
combination methodsof the information sources provided
by the learning units.
Structural hypothesis evaluation (probleml).
The system is organized in units that evaluate the
compatibility between residues and various structural
features. The quality of correspondencebetweenpositions
i and j of two proteins computedby unit k is given by
ek(iJ). These partial evaluations are then linearly
combinedinto a global score E(id):

E(ij)= ZkXkek(ij),
where parameters 2k are used to weight the relative
influence of each uniL
The particular evaluation terms E(i,i) can be averaged
over a protein sequence to score the self compatibility
betweenthis sequence and a particular structural model.
Application of this strategy to tropomyosinis illustrated
on figure 7.

Staggering
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Figure 6: The interaction between the two strands
extracted from an immunoglobulinstructure has been
evaluated using the e3Dscore against the two fragments
of CD4sequence represented along each axis of the
matrix A white square of coordinates (i,j) on the plot
indicates a goodfit betweenthe (i-4...i+4), (j-1...j+4)
polypeptides of each primary fragment and the 3D
pattern.

Figure 7. Tropomyosin
is madeof twoidentical entirely
a-helical chains associated in a parallel coiled-coil
structure. Structural modelscorrespondingto various
staggering betweenthe helices wereobtained from a fast
building procedure. The e2D(thin line) and e3D(thick
line) global scores of these staggered modelsshowdear
differences that agree with molecular dynamicsenergy
calculation (Gracy, Cregut&Chiche1993).
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Homology modeling (problem3).
As previously
described, homology modeling consists in finding the
best fit of the new sequence onto target 3D templates
given by knownstructures. A structural scoring profile
can be computed using the above evaluation function.
The main difference with probem 1 is that insertions
along the sequence are nowallowed. The alignment of the
new sequence onto the target structural profile is then
performed by dynamic programming (Needleman
Wunsch1970). The cumulated score Sc(ij) at position
(ij) is calculated from its neighborhoodby the recursive
formula :
Sc(i- 1,j- 1)+E(i,j)

where E(id) is the score of the comparison between
positions i and j, and G(k) evaluates the cost of k
consecutiveinsertions.
The ability of the 2D and 3D scores to discriminate
between homologous and non homologous pairs of
proteins were tested on 66 proteins distributed over 17
families These proteins were exhaustively compared by
pair. For each pair, the sequenceof the first protein was
aligned onto the combinedsequence and structural profile
of the second protein. According to this alignment, the
compatibility between sequence 1 and structure 2 was
evaluated using 2D and 3Dscores.
Figure 8 showsthat the e2Dand the e3D scores clearly
differentiate, for a given fold, the correct sequence,
homologoussequences and unrelated sequences (Gracy,
Chiche &Sallantin 1992a).

I

Sc(ij) = max max/k
(Sc(ij-k)-G(k))
max/k(Sc(i-kj)-G(k))
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Figure 8: Disuribution of normalized 2Dand 3D scores for pairwise alignments of proteins obtained from the Brookhaven
sUmctural database. Nonhomologousproteins are indicated by black dots, homologousproteins by white dots and self
comparisonsby grey dots.
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Figure 9: Alignment of the CD4N-terminal domain (RWHUT4)
onto five im.munoglobulin VL domains obtained with the
combinedelD and ep2D evaluation terms. The prediction profile on three states is shownaboveits associated sequence(helix
thin line, sheet = dashedline, coil ffi thick line). Blacksquaresbelowthe CIMsequenceindicate the beta sheet segmentsassigned
accordingto the averageprediction profile.
Secondary structure prediction (problem 2).
If no 3Ds~ucture is available, then secondary s~ucmre
prediction rules (ep2D unit) can be used and the elD
primary mutation term may be complemented by a
similarity measure between the prediction profiles
calculated on both sequences:
ep2D(ij)
= -Zs]p12D(s,i)-p22D(Sj)l.
If thereare morethantwoproteins
to align,a
preliminary
alignment
ofeverypairof proteins
isdone.
Estimations
of thepairwise
similarities
arethenusedto
order
a hierarchical
clustering
process
: ateachstep,
the
twomostsimilar
proteins
arealigned
andreplaced
bya
"multiple"
profile
formedby theirassociation.
Two
profdes
formed
byclusters
ofalready
aligned
sequences,
can be comparedby averaging
the mutationscores
between
allpairsof residues
foundat a particular
positions
alongthesequence.
Theprocess
is repeated
untiltheglobal
alignment
corresponding
totherootof
theclustering
treeisobtained.
Theaverage
prediction
profile
commonto thealigned
sequences
canthenbe
computed.
An example
is shownin Figure9 forthealignment
of the CIMN-terminal
domainwithimmunoglobulins.
The beta strands are correctly predicted in CD4on the
basis of the average prediction profile while structural
assignments performed using the CD4sequence alone
only achieve 47%correct predictions (Gracy, Chiche
Sallantin 1992b).
Tertiary evaluation of suboptimal alignments
(problem 4). The eJD scores describe long range
interactions that cannot be processed by the dynamic
programmingalgorithm which is based on a principle of

local optimality. On the other hand, the exponential
numberof possible alignments prevents their exhaustive
evaluation.
However, the dynamic programming
algorithm can be modified in order to obtain the scores
of all the suboptimal alignments (Zuker 1991). This
complete information is constructed by executing the
algorithm in both forward and backwarddirections onto
the sequences.
Let FSc(ij) be the partial scoreof the optimal path
relative to the (1D,2D)criterion joining the start of the
sequences to position (i j), let BSc(ij) be the optimal
score calculated from the end of the sequences to the
same position (ij), the score of the optimal path
constrainedto align positions i and j is :
Sc(id’)=FSc(ij)+BSc(i,j)-E(ij).
Using this matrix Sc, suboptimal alignments can be
extracted: by iterating the followingprocedure:
¯ Dynamic programming is performed with the
(1D;2D)score.
¯ The scores of matrix Sc along the resulting
alignment path are set to negative constant inorder
to prevent the repetition of alignments.
¯ The pair (/0J0) achieving the maximumvalue
the newSc matrix is selected.
¯ Positions/0 andjo are artificially constrained to be
aligned byover-estimating the term elD(iOdo).
The 3Dscores canthen be used to evaluate the quality
of all the generated suboptimal alignments and to
classify them in a rational way. A similar strategy was
recently described (Saqui, Bates & Sternberg 1992).
However,their approach differs from ours in both the
structural criteria used to evaluate the alignmentsand the
methodused togenerate the suboptimal alignments.
Gracy
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illustrated on four typical modelingproblems. In each
case, improvements due to appropriate evaluation
procedures clearly show that inductive units used as
complementaryinformation sources allow to increase the
q~mlityof the protein structure prediction.
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Figure 10: Evaluation of suboptimal palrwise
alignments of weakly homologouscytochromes (PDB
codes : 451Cand 5CYT).3Dscores versus percentage
of correctly aligned positions (relative to the true
structural alignment) are displayed for the 20 best
alignmentsobtained with the 1Dscore (white dots), the
2D score (grey dots) and the combined1D+2Dscore
(blackdots).
A careful analysis of the discrepencies observed
between the obtained alignments can help the biologist
to delimit critical positions along the sequence.This
information could be used to suggest mutagenesis
experiments that could ascertain the validity of an
underlying structural model.
An example is shown in Figure 10 for the alignment
of weakly homologous cytochromes. From the data
shown,it is clear that: (i) the combinationof 1Dand
informations in the alignment process provides much
better results than whenthe primary information is used
alone and (ii) the e3Dscore quite correctly recognizesthe
best alignments. The progressive convergence into the
neighborhoodof the true structural alignment directed
by two complementary biases (1D+2D score for
alignmentgeneration then 3D score for selection) clearly
illustrates
the selective power of multi-criteria
prediction methods. By this way, it was possible to
improve the correcmess of the alignment of a sequence
on a 3D target by 6.5% on average (Gracy, Chiche
Sallantin 1992a).

Conclusion
Wehave described a learning environment for protein
modeling.
Structural
modeling involves a synthesis of
informations obtained from multiples sources. In this
environment, structural knowledgebased on sequencestructure evaluation functions is learned with data-driven
inductive methods. In complement,the expert can add its
own source of knowledge by selecting
suitable
interactions betweenthe units according to the nature of
the available data (3D models, homologousproteins,
functional hypothesis...).
The various aspects of cooperative strategies between
the learning units implemented by the system are
152
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